
All prices plus install & GST.  Retail prices may change,  please call for current pricing. 

OIL COOLER PROTECTION BLACK                                044-0342  $85.41

The oil cooler on the R1200GS is also unprotected in the standard model. This protector 
is made of aluminium and is available in either silver or black. It is effective not only against 
stones, but also against the countless insects which otherwise become trapped in the cooler.

TOP TEN SELLING R 1200 GS/Adventure 

TOURATECH ACCESSORIES

CRASH BARS                                                                      051-0560  $481.21

These crash bars have been adapted specially for the R1200GS design. The lines and 
forms of the refined boxer engine have been used again and incorporated beautifully into the 
whole appearance of the motor cycle. In spite of the fact that they are so good to look at, 
they are certainly one of the best crash bars on the market because with these crash bars 
not only is the cylinder protected but also the engine housing stabilised in quite a special 
way because of a bridge construction with a “predetermined point of inflection”. As a result, 
in most falls there is not such a great strain on this fastening screw thread and the engine 
housing remains intact - it would, of course, be a shame if the valve cover was protected but 
the engine housing destroyed. The connecting bar is also very robustly designed because 
of additional supports on the main frame and can take such greater stresses and forces. The 
crash bars are made of non-rust stainless steel. The R1200GS really needs this high-quality, 
refined material. It is very easy and quick to fit. Most necessary maintenance work can be 
done without removing the crash bars. Can be fitted with the Touratech aluminium cylinder 
guard (item no. 044-0360 ).

THROTTLE POTENTIOMETER COVER                     044-0730  $50.84

You know the problem, the throttle potentiometer connector, broken by your riding boot. 
With our attractive rugged cover, this important electrical connector of your fuel injection sys-
tem is protected. Made of 3 mm anodized aluminium. The cover is fitted using two spacers 
and longer M4 x 40 head screws. The right side potentiometer is very well protected thus 
only one cover (LEFT) is necessary.

KICK STAND SUPPORT EXTENSION                   044-0205  $40.67

The R1200GS stands much more firmly even on quite a soft surface with this kick stand 
support extension. Even if you park the motor bike in a meadow you do not always have to 
look for a small plank of wood or another base. This practical part is made of a combination 
of stainless steel laser parts and anodised aluminium. Quick and easy to fit. For R1200GS 
and Adventure model 2006->.

STEEL HEADLIGHT PROTECTOR                           044-0330  $139.99

The framing of headlight protector R1200GS Steel is laser-cut. The grating mounted in the 
frame is securely welded and the entire headlight protector plastic-powder coated. A very 
sturdy design which can withstand even large stones. Mounting is very simple using fas-
tening points directly at the indicator mounts. No effect on the function of the windscreen. 
The headlight protector does not have German TÜV-type approval and was developed for 
off-road use. Can only be fitted with original indicators or Touratech LED indicators! Size: 
approx. 300 mm x 140 mm x 130 mm. For all 1200GS/ADV, also 2008!

AUTHORIZED DEALER
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TANK BAG BLACK                                                                                       055-1136  $384.34

The basic construction of the “High End” tank bag is the same as of tank bag R 1200 GS. 
But it also has the benefit of a number of additional features: A third outer pocket in the 
front, a document compartment with a separate credit card bag in the lid, and a water-
proof zip. As with all Touratech tank bags, a map bag is also included in the delivery. Seen 
here: the large version with room for maps of up to DIN A4 size. Simply add our waterproof 
inner bags (055-1071), and you can use this tank bag in any weather. Dimensions (L x W 
x H ): approx. 35 x 26 x 18/25 cm. Capacity: approx. 16/22 litres

ALUMINIUM PANNIER SYSTEM 41/41 L     052-0140  $2015.99

Our favourite special kit now for the R1200 GS too. Also suitable for the Remus Revolu-
tion or Sebring Twister (together with the silencer extension 040-3206). The left box has 
a gap for the silencer (as a result the capacity is reduced by 5 litres). The overall width of 
the 41 litre special system is 95 cm.

MECHANICAL CRUISE CONTROL ‘08 ON         044-2300  $132.18

The throttle control replaces the original handlebar end weights. The anti-slip knurled 
screw secures the accelerator in position. This significantly reduces the strain on the right 
hand during long journeys. Thanks to the continuous adjustment, the accelerator can 
also be fixed to decelerate very gently - leaving you enough time to take your hand off the 
handlebar for a moment without immediately losing throttle. Despite that, the motorbike 
decelerates in a gentle and controlled way. Use at the owners/riders own risk.

ZUMO 660 LOCKABLE MOUNT              065-0520  $172.86

The ZUMO 660 Handlebar mounting was specially developed for motorbike use. 
The motorbike mounting supplied with the ZUMO including the power supply and 
connections for the headset are to be integrated in the Touratech handlebar mounting. 

If the original Garmin motorbike mounting is used on its 
own, motorbike vibrations can cause the unit to oscillate 
severely within its mounting. Consequential damage 
may occur: - large potholes, kerbs or accidental 
touching of the lever 
can unlock the 
unit - the original 
mounting has 
no fully-fledged 
v i b r a t i o n 
decoupling 

HEADLIGHT PROTECTOR                                        044-0320  $69.14

Headlight protector is manufactured out of polycarbonate and is stably and securely 
mounted to the indicator brackets on the R1200GS by means of two braces. The lateral 
braces are made of non-rusting steel and are laser cut and bent. The material which 
is used is nearly indestructible, non-shattering and meshes with the appearance of the 
motorcycle very well. Everything required for mounting is included with delivery. The 
headlight protector was developed for off-road use. Included glare shield transperancy. 
Size: approx. 300 mm x 140 mm x 130 mm. Weight: approx. 260 g
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